
Greetings! 

Please take a moment to review the valuable content in our newsletter.  
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We’re Surviving 

As we come to the end of 2021, we are 
pleased to say that we have survived 
yet another interesting year. The way 
we operated our businesses this year 
was very different than what we did 
pre-Covid. Less time in the office, fewer 
in-person meetings, some video calls, 
we had to adjust, and we found new 
ways to be successful. 
For our Business, 2021 was a good year 
and we interacted with many business 
owners that also had good years and 
some that did not. In many of those 
interactions we asked that all-to-
familiar question, “How is your 
business doing”? The most common 
answer we received was, “We’re 
Surviving”. One thing is for certain 
though, all businesses had to do things 
different than they did in the past. 
Adapting to these changes successfully 
is just that, surviving. 
As we begin to look ahead and create 
our business plans and forecasts for the 
coming year, we can’t help but wonder 
what 2022 will bring? We don’t know, 
and speculation is just that, an attempt 
to project the future. We can budget 
with knowledge and understanding 
that we’ve experienced, but we can’t 
budget for the unknown. We always 

Trust Issues from Inadequate Disclosures before 
Due Diligence 

 
The natural instinct for business owners is to withhold negative 
information that might detrimentally affect the sale of the business. A 
good business broker knows the opposite approach - to disclose and 
address any known issues upfront - is the better strategy. Brokers should 
have a set of preliminary due diligence questions they ask of the business 
owner to help uncover issues that might arise during the sale process. 
 
Inevitably, most transactions reach the point where it looks like the deal 
will fall apart. It often occurs during the due diligence phase when the 
buyer discovers a downside surprise. If there is a trusting relationship 
between seller and buyer, issues can usually be resolved. If the seller 
and buyer have failed to develop a trustworthy relationship, it's 
significantly more difficult to finesse the transaction to a successful close. 
 
The best way to develop trust with the buyer is to disclose all known 
issues up-front. A candid seller helps earn the confidence and trust of the 
buyer. Known obstacles and issues can be presented in the best possible 
light and the seller can suggest remedies to overcome them. If your up-
front disclosures scare off a buyer, rest assured you will have saved a lot 
of time working with a buyer who would have been unable to "pull the 
trigger" to make a deal. Serious buyers will appreciate your integrity, will 
realize that the business' cash flow probably already reflects the 
disclosed issues, and may see an opportunity for improvement by 
successfully addressing the concerns. 
 
On the other hand, if negative surprises arise in due diligence that are 
known but were not disclosed, the buyer will question whether the seller 
is being honest with him. He will think to himself, "If the seller knew about 
this problem and didn't disclose it, what else does he know that he's not 
telling me?" When a buyer begins to lose faith in the integrity of the seller, 
the transaction is usually doomed to failure. 
 
Most buyers will utilize professional advisors in the due diligence 
phase. The professionals will ask enough questions, or arm their client 
with enough ammunition, to uncover undisclosed problems in the 
business. If you cover up problems by being less than truthful in 
responding to a buyer's due diligence questions, you are setting yourself 
up for a lawsuit after closing. The bottom line is you should assume 
negative issues you are aware of will ultimately raise their ugly heads. If 
you fail to disclose known issues upfront, from the buyer's standpoint you 
will lose your credibility and integrity. Once the buyer no longer trusts you, 
the likelihood of a successful sale is significantly diminished. 
 
Unknown issues can be resolved if the buyer feels you've earned his 
trust. 
 
What about unknown issues? They do arise and can create significant 
problems. If you have developed a trusting relationship through early 
disclosure of the known issues, it will be easier to work with the buyer to 
address unknown setbacks that occur. If unknown problems surface 
along with known but undisclosed issues due to trust concerns, a 
successful conclusion is highly doubtful. 
 
Types of known issues requiring disclosure. 

https://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DAIN2wwS0kFoI2XgXe1p5LtxpcfW_xn3eulI5QWbT842vQaDwu4QGXoQwZk04_Z5_76soZdxggKmiX8U4z9Knh6SCfQBKJ3wouSPGU34X_DP4yU4AvZpnokuh5pkhSd6RqH_EdHvSc_DKdtTpFa7MntQjq7HZ4Wz&c=o38mkULOnwqPlvBSE7V6He6UAUw6V2dyx2u1gqOzSGdLc45R1ZYa-Q==&ch=rpxN7GXLjsjy1eRyXEHPH5jVz0cQK5r7TFrUdYSc3JHcBzQG-3Bq9A==


have to be aware of what’s happening 
and be ready to make changes when 
deemed necessary. 
We look forward to staying in touch 
and being able to offer services to help 
you achieve success. As always, feel 
free to get in touch with us to discuss 
anything at all, no cost or obligation! 

 

Have a Happy New Year and may 2022 
be your best year ever! 
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 Inadequate Preparation for 
Due Diligence 

CONTACT US 
 

 
What kind of problems should you disclose? Any and all. The issues 
could be related to your financial information, equipment or real estate, 
inventory, accounts receivable, intangible assets (patents. etc.), 
employees, customers, or suppliers. The problems might concern legal, 
accounting, tax, regulatory, industry, technology, operational, competitive, 
corporate records, product, product liability, contract, partnership, leases, 
licenses, employee benefits, insurance, or debt issues, etc. 
 
Responding to the above list is exhausting, but the list is not 
exhaustive. You can expect to be asked multiple questions and make 
multiple representations on each of the above topics. A good business 
broker will discuss due diligence questions upfront to determine issues 
that should be disclosed to buyers early in the process. 
 
If in doubt, disclose negatives immediately and attempt to position them 
to identify areas of opportunity. Even if you are unable to adequately 
position known issues as opportunities, disclose them. If you don't, they 
will raise their ugly heads at the most inopportune time and likely kill your 
deal. 
 

Have you identified issues that need to be disclosed? 
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